WE’RE HIRING!

If you want a career without limits with a market-leading, family-owned, global company where you can make an impact, then imagine an opportunity at Heraeus.

This position will be located at our Fridley, Minnesota site, and may require some travel to our White Bear Lake, Minnesota site in addition to others.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Diagnose equipment electrical/electronic control systems (PLC, sensor/relay, computer I/O etc.) using field documenting step by step changes/results and entering information into PM system for historical purposes. May need assistance from equipment manufacturer or engineering
- Troubleshoots pneumatic, hydraulic, chemical, and mechanical conditions to determine corrective action needed to solve equipment problems. These must be done in a timely manner to ensure equipment down time is kept to a minimum and customers are not negatively impacted
- Requires minimal direction to complete equipment diagnoses/repair activities. Asks for help when needed and strives to be efficient
- Capable of communicating well with management or supporting staff
- Demonstrates creative, outside-the-box thinking in keeping needed equipment online regarding short term repair verses long term permanent fix. Proficient at solving problems in a timely manner
- Determines when assistance is required and expedites notification for timely response
- Performs ongoing preventative maintenance of manufacturing and building equipment such as greasing, adjustment, and replacement of wear parts
- Participates in ongoing training to improve skill set
- Works with a positive attitude and acts within the principles of the HMC Core Values, adheres to the Heraeus Guiding Principles as relates to position, and wants to help others
- Performs other duties as assigned by advisor or the company

QUALIFICATIONS:

- HS Diploma required; 2-year technical degree strongly preferred
- Minimum of 2 years maintenance technician level experience supporting many different types of machines and equipment
- Direct experience troubleshooting computer-controlled equipment
- Experience with successfully handling multiple priorities
- Has working knowledge of ERP and CMMS software systems for the ordering of parts and data entry for maintenance and repair activities
- Must be service oriented and comfortable providing support to a team in a service role
- Experience with a medical device OEM preferred